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Abstrat:

The most promising non-lassial approahes to the theory of truth build on that of Saul Kripke (1975)

by adding a onditional satisfying reasonable laws. Among the attrative features of suh approahes are

their apaity to o�er objet-language means for lassifying the defetiveness of paradoxial sentenes and

formulas; in (2007), Hartry Field shows his approah yields a trans�nite hierarhy of determinay operators

of inreasing strength that seem to play exatly this role. There are, however, di�ult tehnial questions

about the extent of the hierarhy of suh operators that turn on the availability of reasonable ordinal notation

systems, and these may yield philosophial issues for Field's approah to the paradoxes. Aording to Field,

the extent of the hierarhy is inherently 'fuzzy', beause of indeterminay onerning the unrestrited notion

of de�nability. As a result, Field argues, one an't diagonalize out of the hierarhy of determinay operators

in any meaningful sense, sine the hierarhy in question is not bivalently de�nable. In (2014), Philip Welh

has argued that on the ontrary the hierarhy of determinay operators breaks down preisely at the least

Σ2-extendible ordinal (relative to a given model M); moreover, Welh has shown how to use this result to

produe "ine�able liars", that diagonalize out of the hierarhy: these are sentenes that are indeterminate on

Field's theory, but whose defetiveness is not measured by any determinay operator in the objet language.



The task of this paper is to assess the signi�ane of Welh's result, and to adjudiate the dispute between

Field and Welh. In the opening setions, I will review the Kripke and Field onstrutions, foussing

espeially on the hierarhy of determinay operators and their behaviour. After that, I will give an overview

of Welh's onstrution, ulminating in the onstrution of an ine�able liar sentene. Finally, I will srutinize

Welh's argument from a philosophial perspetive, and suggest that Field's projet is not adversely a�eted

by Welh's results. Nevertheless, I will show some ways in whih that the latter are still of onsiderable

philosophial interest.
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